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1 Overview

GNSS signal data collected from Spire’s satellite constellation during radio occultation
events (RO) are routinely processed into Level 2 data products containing vertical
profiles of atmospheric bending angle, neutral refractivity, dry temperature, and dry
pressure. Spire produces two Level 2 products that contain RO retrievals of
atmospheric profile variables:

● atmPrf: Each file contains atmospheric profile data retrieved from the
processing of data from one RO event in netCDF format. Since netCDF is more
flexible and user-friendly than BUFR format, atmPrf products are
recommended for research use.

● bfrPrf: Each file contains atmospheric profile data retrieved from the
processing of data from one RO event in BUFR format [WMO FM94 (BUFR)
Specification For Radio Occultation Data]. This format is used by operational
meteorological services for assimilation of observational data into numerical
weather models (NWM).

The rest of this document provides information describing Spire’s Level 2 RO
processing and the final data products.

2 Processing

2.1 Provenance

The atmPrf and bfrPrf Level 2 RO products are derived from data contained in the
following Spire products:

● Atmospheric excess phase estimates: atmPhs

When available, external data used during Spire Level 2 RO processing are listed
below:

● GNSS navigation bit data
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2.2 Description

2.2.1 Radio Occultation Retrieval

The process of inverting the atmospheric excess phase delay (atmPhs) and orbit
positions to profiles of bending angle, atmospheric refractivity and temperature is
well documented in research literature and thus, only briefly summarized in this
section. Further details on the inversion techniques can be found in the references
provided at the end of the document.

The excess phase delay is first pre-processed to remove half cycle and full cycle
jumps. Half cycle jumps may be observed in the excess phase delay for some signal
types due to 50 Hz navigation bit modulation of the GNSS signal. The effects of the
navigation bits are removed from the excess phase delay either by obtaining the GNSS
navigation bits from an external provider (preferable method) or internally by
removing half-cycle jumps. Full cycle phase jumps are caused by the residual phase
wrapping inherent in the open loop tracking mode, which are removed after
eliminating the navigation bit modulation effects. Full cycle jumps affect only
geometric optics solution (see below), wave optics solution is insensitive to full cycle
jumps.

After the excess phase delay is reconstructed, a time derivative of the excess phase is
computed to obtain the excess Doppler frequency. Bending angle profiles as a
function of impact parameter can be obtained by relating the estimated Doppler
frequencies to the occultation geometry consisting of the transmitter and receiver
positions and velocities. This is commonly referred to as the geometric optical (GO)
method. However, the geometric optical method breaks down when the signal passes
through the lowest portion of the atmosphere due to multipath propagation and
diffraction. In this region, a wave optical (WO) processing method must be employed,
which takes into account the signal amplitude, excess Doppler frequency, and multiple
ray path geometry to derive the bending angle profile. Further details on this method
can be found in Gorbunov and Lauritsen, 2004 and Gorbunov et al., 2011. GO and WO
solutions are spliced together using a smooth transition from one to another. The
impact height of the GO and WO solutions merging is about 20 km.

Once the bending angle profiles for both frequencies are obtained, the effect of the
ionosphere is removed. Two versions of the neutral bending angle (BA) are evaluated:
raw BA without statistical optimization and BA with statistical optimization. The
optimized BA are used for the refractivity retrieval and raw BA are provided as
primary RO observation for assimilation into NWM. Raw BA are preferable for
assimilation because no climatology models are used during their derivation. The
refractivity profiles are retrieved by applying Abel transform (Rocken et al., 1997).
Finally, dry temperature profiles are obtained from refractivity profiles using the
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relation shown in Figure 1 (without the second and third terms in RHS) and dry air
hydrostatic equation, i.e., the dry profile is defined as an imaginable Earth atmosphere
in hydrostatic equilibrium without moisture that provides the observed refractivity
profile. Typically the dry temperature is very close to the thermodynamic
temperature at high altitudes, where the water vapor is negligible, but significantly
smaller than the physical temperature in the lower troposphere.

Figure 1: Occultation diagram illustrating the definition of bending angle and impact
parameter. Bending angle profiles as a function of impact parameter allow for the
derivation of atmospheric refractivity (N) profiles as a function of altitude. The relation
between refractivity and temperature (T) as well as pressure (P), water vapor (Pw) and
ionospheric electron density (ne) is given in the equation contained in the figure.

An example of a temperature profile derived from radio occultation measurements
collected by a Spire satellite is presented in Figure 2. The Spire-derived dry
temperature profile is compared to the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) weather
model prediction, as well as temperature data derived from a radiosonde. From the
plot, it can be observed that applying the radio occultation technique on Spire
measurements can result in accurate temperature profiles from 40 km to the lowest
few kilometers, which are crucial for weather forecasting.
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Figure 2: Example of a dry temperature profile derived from radio occultation data
collected by a Spire satellite. The Spire observation is compared to a temperature
profile predicted by the GFS weather model (GFS) and temperature data obtained from
a nearby radiosonde (RAOB).

Finally, it should be noted that although products of dry temperature and refractivity
are produced by the radio occultation inversion process, the product that has the
most value to weather forecasting models is bending angle. This is because the
retrieval of refractivity and dry temperature profiles from bending angle by means of
the Abel transform assumes a spherical symmetry of the atmosphere. The
assumption decreases the value of these variables for assimilation by weather
models because the atmosphere is not one-dimensional and often has strong
horizontal variability. Hence, bending angle is usually selected as the primary radio
occultation data product for weather model assimilation.

2.2.2 Geolocation of RO Measurements

An individual RO profile can be visualized as a sequence of rays where each ray is
characterized by impact parameter and bending angle and has a point closest to the
WGS-84 Earth ellipsoid. The latitudes and longitudes of each closest point projection
on the ellipsoid are given as arrays 'Lat', 'Lon' in each atmPrf file and data fields 39-40
(Location) each bfrPrf file. One ray out of the whole sequence corresponds to the
condition when a straight line (not the ray) between a transmitter and a receiver
touches the ellipsoid. This touching point is called the 'occultation point' where its
latitude and longitude are given as 'lat', 'lon' in each atmPrf file and data fields 30-31
(Location) in a bfrPrf. The occultation point is considered as the representative
location of the entire RO profile. This location is used for statistical comparison with
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background profiles; either refractivity calculated at this point and time from
interpolated atmospheric parameters, or bending angle calculated from that
refractivity. During such a comparison, horizontal variations of atmospheric
parameters are neglected.

3D assimilation of RO measurement is done in a different way: it takes into account
different ray trajectories at different impact parameters. The locations 'Lat/Lon', the
azimuth 'Azim', and the impact parameter are used to calculate model bending angles
for each individual ray.

The best way to geolocate refractivity or dry temperature data is to use the
latitude/longitude of the 'perigee point at occultation point' and assume that the
profile is vertical. This assumption is more accurate for small boresight angles <=
30-40 deg, and more questionable for larger angles. Refractivity and dry temperature
given in atmPrf and bfrPrf files are derived from RO data using an Abel transform,
which implies a spherically symmetric atmosphere in the area of the sounding. It is
impossible to reconstruct a 3D profile from RO data because each bending angle is
accumulated over a ray trajectory in the atmosphere. A sequence of such integrals
cannot be inverted into a profile in general 3D case, but it can be used as atmospheric
soundings in data assimilation to numerical weather models.

In mid-February 2020, Spire started collecting RO data with an increased
off-boresight angle range of ± 50 degrees compared to the previous limits of ± 40
degrees. This increased off-boresight angle range has been adopted by other RO
missions such as COSMIC-2 and permits collection of more profiles. The larger range
can result in:

1) Some profiles with slightly reduced SNR due to reduced antenna gain at
50 degrees;

2) stronger lateral drift of the ray perigee point.

The second phenomenon above is illustrated by Figure 6 where a sequence of ray
perigee points is shown together with the ray direction for a profile observed from a
large off-boresight angle. It is obvious that it is difficult to attribute a single
geographic location to such a series of rays. It is not a problem if data assimilation
assumes different geographic locations for each ray, i.e., each impact parameter and
associated bending angle (geographic location of each perigee point along with the
azimuth angle of a ray are supplied in BUFR files).
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Figure 6: An example of perigee point locations and ray directions for RO profile
observed at large boresight angle.

Retrieval of a refractivity or dry temperature vertical profile from a large
off-boresight angle profile is less accurate because Abel transform applicability is
questionable for such “slanted” RO profile. The comparison of the retrieved refractivity
with the background refractivity evaluated from numerical weather models is
expected to show larger errors for large boresight angle profiles.
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2.3 RO Profile Quality

2.3.1 Quality Control

Real-time Spire quality control (QC) of Level 2 radio occultation retrievals of
atmospheric profiles is currently based on the following thresholds:

● Badness score: Profile must have a badness score of less than 35.
● SNR: The SNR of the L1 signal must be greater than 80 V/V.
● Existence of reference satellite: There must be observations of at least 1

reference GNSS satellite during the occultation event.

A description of badness score is provided in the rest of this section.

Badness score
Badness score (BS) is an empirical dimensionless measure of the data quality
evaluated at the level of RO data processing from excess phase to the refractivity
profile. Total BS is a sum of two components -- BS from statistical optimization
(SO-component) and BS from spectral analysis (L2-component):

Initialization and statistical optimization
The initialization defines the background profile of the bending angle model to be
used in statistical optimization. The objective of the statistical optimization is to apply
an ionospheric correction to the measurements in order to minimize bending angle
error. Statistical optimization algorithm is described in [1]. It is based on the following
model of the measurement data:

(1)

where is the deviation of the neutral atmospheric refraction angles from fitted∆ε
𝑁

(𝑝)

model profile as a function of impact parameter p, is the ionospheric refractionε
𝐼

𝑝( ) 

angle profile for L1 frequency channel, and are stationary uncorrelated L1 andξ
1,2

𝑝( )

L2 noises. A system of equations for the signal components, can be written as∆ε
𝑁,𝐼

(𝑝)

follows:
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(2)

where is the low-frequency component of the ionospheric refraction for L1
channels estimated by signal smoothing with 2 km sliding window:

(3)

and

(4)

The diagonal elements of the matrix

(5)

equal to the error covariances of the components of the solution vector, and

. Evaluation of the signal covariance matrix and noise covariance matrix

is described in [1].

The statistically optimized solution of (1) is found as

(6)ε
𝑁

 ε
𝐼
 ( ) = α

𝑀𝑆𝐼𝑆
 ε

𝐼
 ( ) + 𝐵𝐾𝑇𝐶

𝑁
−1 ∆ε

1
− ε

𝐼
 ∆ε

2
− ε

𝐼

𝑓
1
2

𝑓
2
2  ( )

The standard deviation of the neutral refraction angle is found as

, (7)

where is the standard deviation of the L1 refraction angle obtained from
radio-holographic analysis [2]. The SO-component of the badness score is evaluated
as

(8)
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where the maximal value is estimated over the impact parameters between 2-3 km
and 35 km. Below 2-3 km L2 signal becomes too noisy and statistical optimization

cannot be applied. Roughly speaking, is a measure of how well L1 and L2 bending
angles can be decomposed into neutral and ionospheric refraction angles.

L2 badness score
Among other parameters, radio holographic analysis [2] provides the smoothed

profiles of the impact parameters and the impact parameter spectral width

. L2 badness score is estimated as follows [3]:

(9)

where the empirical constants are = 0.2 km and = 0.15 km. The maximum
value is found over the range of impact parameters (minus local curvature radius)
from 15 to 50 km. The badness parameter penalizes data for which L1 and L2 impact

parameters differs from each other by more than , and where the L2 signal has a

spectral width larger than .

RO profile passes quality control if the total badness score is less than 35. Badness
score is used to compute the overall confidence level of the RO profile before data
assimilation into a weather model, which is stored in each bfrPrf file.

2.3.2 RO Retrieval Metrics

Retrieved RO profiles that pass Spire’s quality control thresholds described in the
previous section are analyzed for overall quality. Some of these metrics are described
in this section:

● Transition height
● Bending angle noise
● Statistical comparison to weather model output

Transition height
One of the outputs of the solution (6) is the so-called transition height – the height
where the contribution to the neutral bending angle εN is 50% the measurement
represented by the second term in (6) and 50% of the background model . Theα

𝑀𝑆𝐼𝑆

transition height indicates where noise, largely high frequency ionospheric noise,
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makes extracting the neutral bending angle impossible. Transition height is used to
evaluate confidence level profile for data assimilation – the confidence of the data
above the transition height is set low because it is defined primarily by background
model.

Figure 7 shows a typical distribution of the transition height (top) and badness score
(bottom). Statistics were estimated over Spire RO data collected during June-July
2018. As shown in the figure, badness score and transition height exhibit little
correlation with each other.

Figure 7: Distribution of the transition height (top) and badness score (bottom).

Bending angle noise
Bending angle (BA) noise is evaluated at altitudes between 70 and 80 km where the
effect of neutral atmosphere is negligible. It is estimated as the standard deviation of
the BA corrected for ionospheric effects:

(10)𝐵𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 ε
1

− ε
1

− ε
2( ) 𝑓

2
2

𝑓
1
2−𝑓

2
2( )( )

Here are bending angles smoothed over 2 km of impact parameter. Figure 8ε
1,2

illustrates the distribution of the BAnoise evaluated over June-July 2018. Elevated
BAnoise (> 2urad) indicates large noise in the excess phase measurements. It can
originate from a highly turbulent ionosphere, but it can also be an indicator of poor
POD, high clock error, or low receiver SNR.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the BA noise over June-July 2018.

Atmospheric model statistical comparison
Statistical comparison with weather models is a standard part of Spire’s
post-processing quality monitoring. Spire uses global ECMWF analysis for comparison
with RO bending angle and refractivity. ECMWF profiles are interpolated to the
location-time of the occultation and converted to the refractivity and bending angle
using a 1-D forward operator – Abel transform.

Figure 9 shows the vertical profiles of the bias and standard deviation of the
normalized bending angle differences between Spire RO retrieved bending angle and
ECMWF bending angle model output. For impact parameter heights above 40 km, the
bias and standard deviation of the bending angle differences increases with height
and is largely dependent on receiver clock noise and orbit estimation quality. The bias
and standard deviation of the bending angle differences also increases with
decreasing impact parameter height at impact parameters below 8 km, which can be
largely attributed to multipath and attenuation of the RO signal as it traverses
through the dynamical lower atmosphere. Spire RO measurements result in retrieved
profiles that have a median minimum altitude of less than 0.5 km (Figure 10). The
magnitude of these results are consistent with other RO missions such as COSMIC-1,
COSMIC-2 and Metop.

Figure 11 shows the vertical correlations of the normalized bending angle differences
between Spire RO profiles and ECMWF model output. Correlation plots show the
effects of numerous RO processing parameters including smoothing, transition
between geometric and wave optics, background model, etc.
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Figure 9: Statistical comparison of the normalized bending angle difference between
Spire profiles and ECMWF model output. Comparisons are divided among GNSS
constellations: ‘G’ for GPS, ‘R’ for GLONASS, ‘E’ for Galileo and ‘J’ for QZSS.

Figure 10: Histogram of penetration depth of Spire profiles (late September 2021).
Penetration depth is calculated as a difference between the height of the refractivity
profile bottom and underlying topography height.
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Figure 11: Vertical correlations of the bending angle (O-B)/B, where O is RO BA and B is
ECMWF BA (late September 2021).

2.3.3 External Studies

Several studies have been conducted by external organizations (NOAA, NASA, ESA, UK
Met Office and ECMWF) to confirm the quality of Spire’s RO atmospheric retrieved
measurements and their positive impact on weather assimilation and forecasting.
Links to these assessments may be forwarded to users upon request.
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3 Product Content

3.1 Overview
The following describes the content of Spire’s atmPrf and bfrPrf products. The atmPrf
file format is similar to the one used by the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center
(CDAAC) for the COSMIC-1/2 radio occultation missions. The bfrPrf product is in
standard BUFR format with some minor modifications.

3.2 Naming Convention

Each Spire Level 2 product has the following naming convention:

spire_gnss-ro_L2_{DATATYPE}_{VERSION}_{OCC_TIME}_{FM}_{RINEX_ID}.{EXT}

where

DATATYPE: ‘atmPrf’ or ‘bfrPrf’

VERSION: Product version (e.g. v6.02)

OCC_TIME: Occultation time of event (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00). Occultation time is
equivalent to the first time stamp of the input L1 rocObs file used in excess phase
processing.

FM: Spire satellite id (e.g. FM103)

RINEX_ID: GNSS RINEX ID (i.e G01)

EXT: ‘nc’ for atmPrf or ‘bufr’ for bfrPrf

3.3 File Observational Coverage

Each atmPrf or bfrPrf product typically contains atmospheric profile data spanning
from at least 80 km altitude to less than 0.5 km above the Earth’s surface.
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3.4 atmPrf Format

Each atmPrf file is a netCDF format that contains variables similar to the one used by
CDAAC. An example of the variables and attributes contained in each file is shown
below.

dimensions:
vector = 3 ;
status_string = 2 ;
Impact_parm = 778 ;
MSL_alt = 778 ;

variables:
double start_time ;

start_time:long_name = "Starting time for the occultation" ;
start_time:missing_value = -999. ;
start_time:uints = "GPS seconds" ;

double stop_time ;
stop_time:long_name = "Ending time for the occultation" ;
stop_time:missing_value = -999. ;
stop_time:uints = "GPS seconds" ;

double curv(vector) ;
curv:long_name = "The X, Y, and Z offset of the center of sphericity from the center of mass of the

Earth" ;
curv:missing_value = -999. ;
curv:uints = "km" ;

double rgeoid ;
rgeoid:long_name = "Height of the geoid above the reference ellipsoid" ;
rgeoid:missing_value = -999. ;
rgeoid:uints = "km" ;

double rfict ;
rfict:long_name = "Local curvature radius of the reference ellipsoid" ;
rfict:missing_value = -999. ;
rfict:uints = "km" ;

double lat ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude of perigee point at occultation point" ;
lat:missing_value = -999. ;
lat:uints = "deg" ;
lat:valid_range = -90., 90. ;

double lon ;
lon:long_name = "Longitude of perigee point at occultation point" ;
lon:missing_value = -999. ;
lon:uints = "deg" ;
lon:valid_range = -180., 180. ;

double Tx_Rx_azim ;
Tx_Rx_azim:long_name = "Tx azimuth wrt Rx antenna boresight" ;
Tx_Rx_azim:missing_value = -999. ;
Tx_Rx_azim:uints = "deg" ;

double azim ;
azim:long_name = "Azimuth of perigee plane at occultation point with respect to North" ;
azim:missing_value = -999. ;
azim:uints = "deg" ;

double Tocc ;
Tocc:long_name = "Occultation point time from start" ;
Tocc:missing_value = -999. ;
Tocc:uints = "s" ;

double XTp(vector) ;
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XTp:long_name = "The X, Y, and Z ECEF coordinates of transmitter at occultation point time" ;
XTp:missing_value = -999. ;
XTp:uints = "km" ;

double XRp(vector) ;
XRp:long_name = "The X, Y, and Z ECEF coordinates of receiver at occultation point time" ;
XRp:missing_value = -999. ;
XRp:uints = "km" ;

double VTp_ECI(vector) ;
VTp_ECI:long_name = "The X, Y, and Z ECI components of transmitter velocity at occultation point

time" ;
VTp_ECI:missing_value = -999. ;
VTp_ECI:uints = "km/s" ;

double VRp_ECI(vector) ;
VRp_ECI:long_name = "The X, Y, and Z ECI components of receiver velocity at occultation point

time" ;
VRp_ECI:missing_value = -999. ;
VRp_ECI:uints = "km/s" ;

char errstr(status_string) ;
errstr:long_name = "OK or error message" ;
errstr:missing_value = "N" ;
errstr:uints = "1" ;

double bScore ;
bScore:long_name = "Badness score [bScore<35 == good]" ;
bScore:missing_value = -999. ;
bScore:uints = "1" ;

int bad ;
bad:long_name = "Badness flag. 1 = Profile flunked quality control, 0 = Profile passed QC" ;
bad:missing_value = -999 ;
bad:uints = "1" ;

double Impact_parm(Impact_parm) ;
Impact_parm:long_name = "Impact parameter from center of curvature" ;
Impact_parm:missing_value = -999. ;
Impact_parm:uints = "km" ;

double Bend_ang(Impact_parm) ;
Bend_ang:long_name = "Raw (unoptimized) bending angle" ;
Bend_ang:missing_value = -999. ;
Bend_ang:uints = "rad" ;

double Bend_ang_stdv(Impact_parm) ;
Bend_ang_stdv:long_name = "Optimized bending angle standard deviation" ;
Bend_ang_stdv:missing_value = -999. ;
Bend_ang_stdv:uints = "rad" ;

double Opt_bend_ang(Impact_parm) ;
Opt_bend_ang:long_name = "Optimized bending angle" ;
Opt_bend_ang:missing_value = -999. ;
Opt_bend_ang:uints = "rad" ;

double Opt_bend_ang_stdv(Impact_parm) ;
Opt_bend_ang_stdv:long_name = "Optimized bending angle standard deviation" ;
Opt_bend_ang_stdv:missing_value = -999. ;
Opt_bend_ang_stdv:uints = "rad" ;

double WLC(Impact_parm) ;
WLC:long_name = "Weight of the observations in statistical optimization" ;
WLC:missing_value = -999. ;
WLC:uints = "1" ;

double R_GNSS(Impact_parm, vector) ;
R_GNSS:long_name = "Transmitter location" ;
R_GNSS:missing_value = -999. ;
R_GNSS:uints = "km" ;

double R_LEO(Impact_parm, vector) ;
R_LEO:long_name = "Receiver location" ;
R_LEO:missing_value = -999. ;
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R_LEO:uints = "km" ;
double Lat(Impact_parm) ;

Lat:long_name = "Latitude of perigee point" ;
Lat:missing_value = -999. ;
Lat:uints = "deg" ;

double Lon(Impact_parm) ;
Lon:long_name = "Longitude of perigee point" ;
Lon:missing_value = -999. ;
Lon:uints = "deg" ;

double Azim(Impact_parm) ;
Azim:long_name = "Azimuth angle of the occultation plane with respect to North" ;
Azim:missing_value = -999. ;
Azim:uints = "deg" ;

double Z_oro(Impact_parm) ;
Z_oro:long_name = "Orography height below the perigee point" ;
Z_oro:missing_value = -999. ;
Z_oro:uints = "km" ;

double MSL_alt(MSL_alt) ;
MSL_alt:long_name = "Mean sea level altitude" ;
MSL_alt:missing_value = -999. ;
MSL_alt:uints = "km" ;

double Ref(MSL_alt) ;
Ref:long_name = "Refractivity" ;
Ref:missing_value = -999. ;
Ref:uints = "N" ;

double Temp(MSL_alt) ;
Temp:long_name = "Dry temperature" ;
Temp:missing_value = -999. ;
Temp:uints = "K" ;

double Pres(MSL_alt) ;
Pres:long_name = "Dry pressure" ;
Pres:missing_value = -999. ;
Pres:uints = "mb" ;

// global attributes:
:occplus_version = "6.9.0389" ;
:processing_timestamp = "2021/08/01 00:05:58 +0000" ;
:status = "OK" ;
:occulting_sat_id = "C21" ;
:LEO = "122" ;
:year = 2021 ;
:month = 7 ;
:day = 31 ;
:hour = 22 ;
:minute = 26 ;
:second = 50.8723487854004 ;
:occdir = "setting" ;
:irs = -1 ;
:startTime = 1311805629.01906 ;
:stopTime = 1311805755.00217 ;
:usebits = 0 ;
:l2p = 0 ;
:trans_height = 49.6196420274919 ;
:bScore = 16.7936522681928 ;
:leo_sat = "122" ;
:occultation_sat = "C21" ;
:gps_seconds_start = 1311805629.01906 ;
:gps_seconds_stop = 1311805755.00217 ;
:history = "derived from:\n",
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"spire_gnss-ro_L1B_atmPhs_v06.01_2021-07-31T22-26-49_FM122_C21.nc on
2021-07-31T22-26-49" ;

3.5 bfrPrf Format

Each file is in standard BUFR format, which is used by almost all operational
meteorological services for assimilation of observational data into weather models.
More information on the BUFR file format can be found in WMO FM94 (BUFR)
Specification For Radio Occultation Data Version 2.4.

The following subsections contain details of Spire’s bfrPrf product, which may differ
from the standard BUFR format.

3.5.1 Encoding of Spire Satellite ID
Spire does not retrieve geopotential height, thermodynamic temperature, pressure,
and humidity. Thus, the ‘Levelb-c’ data fields are filled with zeros in our BUFR files. The
RO BUFR specification [4] does not enable the inclusion of satellite ID other than those
defined in Common Code Table C-5. Obviously, it cannot be used for many-satellite
constellations like one operated by Spire. Spire bfrPrf files uses the Level2c data fields
N3+2 (surface geopotential height) and N3+3 (surface pressure) to encode the Spire
satellite ID: surface geopotential height is set to -1000m to indicate non-conventional
data content, and the surface pressure (N3+3) is FM*10 in Pa, where FM is the satellite
ID (aka flight module number).

3.5.2 Number of Retrieval Levels
Spire processing software produces bending angle as a function of uniformly spaced
impact height. The original height interval is 100 m, but the height in BUFR files is
decimated to 200 m interval and it is truncated at 70 km. Typically the number of
levels is above 300, but if the profile bottom is above 10 km that number is less than
300. The algorithm of storing the data into BUFR format doesn’t guarantee any
particular number of the impact height levels.

3.5.3 BUFR Quality Parameters

Each bfrPrf file contains a set of unique quality flags including summary quality flags,
summary percent confidence, bending angle percent confidence, and refractivity
percent confidence, which are calculated based on badness score and GFS statistical
comparison of refractivity profiles.

Quality flags for RO data (BUFR section 4, data field 13) are set according to the Table
8 [4]. Spire RO data are always collected using open loop tracking, so the bit 8 is
always set. GPS L2P signals are not currently collected from Spire receivers, so the bit
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10 is set in 99.9% of the profiles except a few experimental cases. The bit 3 set
indicates that the profile is rising. We assume that the profiles with BS more than 35
are of bad quality, so the bits 1 and 5 (non-nominal quality, BA processing
non-nominal) are set for such profiles. All other quality bits remain clear (equal to
zero).

Percent confidence (RO summary quality information)
Percent confidence (PC) (section 4, field 14 [4]) is calculated from BS and L2P flag. Our
empirical QC is based on the BS < 35 criterion, so we assume that PC should drop
from 100 to 0 as a function of BS - 35. We employ the following expression for
calculation of PC:

(11)

Here L2P equals to 1 for a few profiles obtained using L2P decoding; the factor
reflects the fact that L2P profiles have low SNR and are of poor quality. The other
profiles with the border value of BS=35 have PC=50% and rapidly decreasing with
increasing BS.

Refractivity profile percent confidence
Refractivity profile percent confidence (NPC, section 4, fields N1+7) is calculated from
the transition height (TH) at high altitudes and GFS statistical comparison in the lower
troposphere. It is important that the NPC profile does not account for BS, i.e., it shows
only “relative confidence” of the data at various altitudes. We see the main objective of
the NPC as to provide informational content of the RO data for data assimilation. It
reflects two factors:

1) At high altitudes, the bending angle is initialized according to a climatological
model (MSIS model), as described in “Initialization and statistical optimization”.
As a result, at the altitudes above the transition height BA comes mostly from
the climatology model and does not carry useful information for assimilation
into a weather model. The typical transition height is 45-50km.

2) At low altitudes, the refractivity retrieval is unreliable due to superrefraction
and low SNR. It is reflected by the vertical profile of the number of points
(Figure 9 right panel). The altitude where the number of points drops to 50%
depends on profile latitude: it is lower in polar regions and higher in tropics. We
use GFS statistical comparison for evaluation of the low altitude percent
confidence. It means that the low part of NPC is derived statistically and does
not reflect the quality of a particular profile. We plan to improve this
characteristic in future.

As a result, we come to the following model expression for evaluating NPC profile:

(12)
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where

(13)

and transition height TH is derived from statistical optimization (Eq. 5) and transition
depth dTH=10km. The term associated with the L2P binary flag reflects the higher L2P
profile bottom due to lower SNR. Figure 11 shows the dependence of zLo on latitude.

Figure 11: Averaged profile bottom height zLo versus latitude.

Bending angle percent confidence
Bending angle percent confidence (BAPC, section 4, fields N0+1) is calculated using the
same expressions (12-13) except that altitude z is replaced by IP-1.9km, where IP is the
impact height above reference ellipsoid in km. In addition to that the transition depth
dTH is determined from the statistical optimization along with TH. Like NPC, BAPC
doesn’t account for BS, so we consider it as a measure of “relative confidence” of the
data points. The estimates (11-13) are approximations coming from our statistical
comparisons. We provide them “as is”, there is no rigorous proof for them, and they
can be modified in future as more data will be available.
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